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What you Need 
Supplies and Where to get them 

v 2 ¼ in Coil-less Safety Pin 
Hobby Lobby packet of 20 
nickel plated  

v Earring Stoppers Silicone 
Hobby Lobby packet of 20 

v Red Heart Shaped Beads 
With Horizontal Holes 
Amazon/Fire Mountain Gems and 
Beads 

v Plastic Pony Beads black, blue, and 
white 
Hobby Lobby packet of 200 each color 

v Rainbow Ribbon 3/8 in wide 
JoAnn/Amazon roll 3/8 X 10 yards 

v Small ½ in Safety Pins  
Hobby Lobby packet of 100 

v Fabric Glue 
Hobby Lobby 8oz bottle with tip 

v Print flyers (if your club has a Logo we can help  
with putting in on the flyer)                                                 

  

Making Come Together Pins 
Leather Heart Clan 
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How to Make Pins 

 
1. Open safety pin wide enough for the 

beads to slide on; be careful not to 
bend too much 

2. Slip on a stopper, large side first, all 
the way to pin head 

3. Slide on a red heart; push the bead 
over the stopper to make it sung 

4. Slide in this order: 
a. One black and one blue bead 

go past the bend in the safety 
pin. 

b. Add a white bead. 
c. Add the other blue, then black 

bead. 
5. Slip on the other stopper, small end 

first. Push the stopper under the black 
bead to make it snug. 

6. Close the pin, slowly bending it back 
into shape. 

 

 

 

   

Be Careful Not to Bend to Much 

 

Push the Red Heart over the Stopper to make it snug 

 

  

Be sure the stopper is 
snug under last bead 
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How to Make Ribbon 
v Cut the 3/8 in x 10 yards’ ribbon into  

5 ½ in. strips 
v Cut at an angle, point side down 
v Fold the ribbon making a loop at the 

top end overlapping in the middle. Be 
sure the ends are even 

v While keeping the ends even, put a dot 
of fabric glue at the overlap point;  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

How to Make Ribbon 
v Let the glue dry completely 
v Attach a small safety pin  

Be careful when you make the loop fold it so it looks even 
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Finishing Up 
1. Attach the Ribbon to the pin 

2. Attach to right bottom side of flyer 

3.  Close pin 

 

 

Follow the link posted on www.leatherheartclan.org for a video on making the pins.  

HINT for wearing the pin: 

We use a second, small 1” safety pin to attach the ribbon to vests and clothing, so the beaded pin is fully 
displayed: 

1. Place the small pin BEHIND the vest/shirt. 

2. Poke the sharp end through the vest/shirt. 
3. Run the small pin through the back of the ribbon, at the intersection point, just above the glue dot. 

4. Poke the sharp end of the small pin back through the vest/shirt, and close the pin.  

You’ll find the small pin is sharper, and makes smaller holes, than the big beaded pin.  

 

The pin symbolizes safety and inclusion for all in the BDSM and leather community, regardless of kink and 

gender identity.  Wearing the pin shows your commitment to the inclusive community. 

For more information, see the Come Together project page at www.leatherheartclan.org.   

Write us at leatherheartclan@gmail.com.  


